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"Wings, for Victory" weeks have .been criticised as "stunts".,. They have been

labelled as so much bally-hoo; raising no new funds and reaching no pockets that

the Chancellor cannot empty by law.

I believe "wings for Victory" weeks achieve two purposes. Firstly, however

much the Government takes by taxation there is always - something left, it is: only
by personal sacrifice that this sometimes thin* cushion between what you have and

what has to be spent can be gathered for lending to the war effort,.

Second, and more important, I believe that there is a deep moral significance
in these "Wings for victory" campaigns. • '. w

We have- ’been. at. war getting on for four years, .people are tired. . There
have "been few holidays. strain 'and war weariness is hound to show itself *

Tempers get short and small grievances become magnified. We are liable to take

our eyes off the ball of absolute defeat for "the Axis. A "Wings for Victory"
rally pulls us all together again. It reinforces our unity of purpose. party,

church, section all come together, forgetting little troubles and differences in

a re-dedication, not only of our material resources, but of our spiritual determina-

tion for the one cause' of total victory.

Many, of those who have died in the air, on the ground, or, on have left

a lasting testimony that they die gladly for a cause worth while. To those letters

already made public I would like to-day to add this one from a young man who died

recently in. Africa, to his father.

"I should like you to know what it is I died for, and for

that reason I am going to try to express my feelings and

hopes.

"There is, I feel, both in England and. America a tremendous

surge of feeling, a feeling which, for want .of a better word

I shall call ’goodness l
. It is not expressed by the politi-

cians or the newspapers, for it is far too. deep for them*

It is the heartfelt longing of all the "middling folks for

something better. A world more worthy of their children,
a world more simple in its beliefs, nearer to earth and to

God. I have heard it so often among soldiers in England
and America, in trains, in factories, in Chicago and in

clubs in London. Sometimes so poorly expressed that one can

hardly recognise it, but underlying it all, there is that

craving.for a. new life. This feeling is no less powerful
or significant than the Renaissance was, and. will, I hope,
and pray, surge over the whole world, in a tidal wave - that

is the ideal for which we are fighting."

While there is such a spirit as that abroad in our land can there he any

single sacrifice that we who have not the duty or opportunity of being in the front

line would not be willing to make?
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Not all who go out on bomb raids return. There are gaps in the family
gathering. There are those who will only be known in memory though never-

forgotten, Timers are loved ones whose place can never be. filled. These

losses; these gaps we can never fill. But the least we can do is to make

sure that the material loss which is within our power to. replace shall be made

good. The least we can do is to see that aircraft in sufficent quantities of
the best type-ape provided for those gallant young men, so they can ride the
skies with the best chance we can give them.

We must never ignore quality in our aircraft for the sake of quantity*
Had we done this then the Battle of Britain with our small gallant front line
mounted on aircraft of qualitative superiority over the Germans might have

turned out differently.

Today we have as narked a quantitative superiority over the Germans for
the battle of the Ruhr as we had qualitative in the Battle of Britain,

I want to drive home to you the fact, which, is not always clear from

reading official communiques and accounts, that the initiative rests heavily
with us in the air. When we read of those sharp and painful raids on

inoffensive coastal towns and watering places where women are killed in their

homes and children in the schools, you nay wonder why this cannot be stopped.
The fact is that the enemy achieve nothing of military Importance in these

"sneak raids", which are aimed at diverting our resources from the offensive

on to the defensive and are a vain attempt to crack the courage and stamina of the

citizens living in Britain 1 s front line. Expressed in military terms, what has

the enemy done in his raids compared with our own effort in the last four

months? Both by day and by night the enemy has .sent hardly a thousand aircraft

over this country. Of this total almost half were fighters with or without

bombs. What have we been, sending to Germany? During the last month we sent

nearly 4O bombers, most of then of the heaviest type, over the Reich, for every

bomber which ventured on the shorter, haul to attack this country.

Our superiority can be measured in even better terms than this factual

comparison of effort made by either side* The Luftwaffe use of fighter bombers

by night as well as by day is perhaps a better guide to his perplexity as to

how to attack this country as well as showing his need which the course of war

on its various fronts has 'imposed on the enemy for conserving his aircraft.

Girin, as are these sharp incidents along our coasts; terrible as are the

results for those individuals who suffer in them, they are nevertheless symbols

of complete negation of military strategy to which the Luftwaffe has been

reduced by the pilots and aircraft of the Air Forces of the United Nations*
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